**Job Title:**
Cloud Software Engineer

**Work Location:**
Paderborn, Germany

**Role Overview:**
Job Description Summary
We are looking for a experienced Software Engineer with a strong focus on cloud development. You will work in a diverse team with a great team spirit, collaborating with international colleagues, with freedom to realise your ideas. You will be working with interesting technologies, bleeding edge networks and high availability solutions. You will be working on our cloud based CASB and Web Security solution with worldwide presence that handles over a billion requests every day on average. With your support we will build out the infrastructure to handle even more traffic tomorrow.

**Company Overview:**
From device to cloud, McAfee provides market-leading cybersecurity solutions for both business and consumers. McAfee helps businesses orchestrate cyber environments that are truly integrated, where protection, detection, and correction of security threats happen simultaneously and collaboratively. For consumers, McAfee secures your devices against viruses, malware, and other threats at home and away. With the mission of capturing the biggest market share in the area of cyber security, network security, endpoint security, threat research, malware research, cloud security, we work together for a common goal of shaping the company’s future by designing and building best in class cyber security solutions.

**About the role:**
The successful candidate will work on various aspects of our cloud-based security applications:
- Further development of our security applications in the cloud
- Work on application architecture for cloud
- Development of new cloud services
- Support the complete software development lifecycle for cloud services including test, roll out and troubleshoot
- Administration of internal services

**About you:**
- Analytical problem solving
- Good communication as you will be dealing with multiple teams in other locations
- Knowledge of cloud operations, continuous integration – not only writing software but also working on cloud operations that can never be down.
- Programming skills – experience with at least one of the following - C++, Java, Python, Ruby
• Web Services experience would be a plus
• Have good understanding of network protocols (TCP, HTTP, SSL, IPSec nice to have)
• Good spoken and written German and English
• Cloud security knowledge a plus
• JIRA, Git or similar systems experience
• Shell scripting

**Company Benefits:**
Our corporate culture and values are central to McAfee’s philosophy. Every day we embrace a more diverse workforce and inclusive environment. We are encouraged to bring your true selves to work. Our wide range of social communities & programs, flexible work hours and family-friendly benefits, all allow our employees to feel valued as people, while enjoying positive and challenging work. Check out more: [Careers & Life at McAfee](http://careers.mcafee.com/). Perks include:

- Pension / Retirement Programs
- Medical, Dental and Vision Coverage Programs
- Support for Community Involvement and Programs


McAfee prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, veteran status, marital status, pregnancy, gender expression or identity, sexual orientation or any other legally protected status.